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IN Part I, I presented brief introductions to HFS construction,
improved HFS and buffer management techniques

under DFSMS 1.5, and enhancements to the HFS monitoring
tools. With this background, you should now be prepared to
examine some common HFS performance problems, and
determine how to detect and correct them.

In Part I, I mentioned that DFSMS 1.5 had enhanced the
pfsctl callable interface to provide five new functions that help
you to better manage and tune your global buffers and HFS
data sets. The pfsctl service is used to send control commands
to a physical file system (PFS). The meaning of the command
and the command arguments are specific to and defined by the
PFS. This interface is exploited by RMF, the new confighfs
shell command, and other products such as Landmark’s
TMON for UNIX System Services. In this section, I will
assume you will be using the confighfs shell command to per-
form your tuning, because everyone with DFSMS 1.5 will
have this common tool. A detailed discussion of the confighfs
command is beyond the scope of this article, but is contained
in the complete white paper available from Landmark.

LATCH CONTENTION

A latch is a type of lock associated with each logical file with-
in a HFS. Any I/O operation for the file must obtain and release
the latch. If the latch is not available, the application must wait for
it. Although the latch mechanism is usually quite efficient, latch
contention may be a factor in performance if the same file is
being accessed simultaneously by several different applications.
The console command “D GRS,C” appears to be the only mech-
anism for detecting and reporting latch contention, and the output
from that command has limited usefulness because it does not
show the file name. I hope that recent enhancements to the GRS
command (see APAR OW38979) will improve this facility.

Latch contention will only be a performance issue for a
small portion of your files that are heavily used, although this

may be more common as more users migrate to OS/390 2.9
and start using the new HFS sysplex sharing facility. Look for
latch contention when dealing with high-activity files such as
log or journal files, and databases.

If you find that a file is experiencing severe latch contention,
your options are to obtain the latch less often (reduce I/O
activity), keep the latch for a shorter period of time (tune for
more efficient I/O) or make the latch smaller (break the file
up into multiple files). Random files also have more latch
problems because random I/O is less efficient.

VIRTUAL STORAGE UTILIZATION

You should use one of the tools mentioned previously to
regularly monitor the effectiveness of the virtual storage
buffers allocated by the VIRTUAL parameter. Allocate
enough virtual storage to make sure performance is accept-
able during times of maximum I/O load. You may need to
experiment to identify these peak periods and to determine
whether the virtual storage allocated is adequate to meet
demands during those times. Remember that you can use the
confighfs command to dynamically raise or lower this threshold
when your examination of the data shows an imbalance.

Setting this threshold too low will force DFSMS to steal older
but still active buffers, which may lead to inefficient I/O. Setting
it too high may allocate too much memory to UNIX workloads
and cause performance problems in other applications.

Do not forget that specifying a VIRTUAL value in
BPXPRMxx may cause storage to be allocated to the buffer
pools using a fixed algorithm that may not match your
workloads. One way to avoid this problem is to specify the
minimum value of VIRTUAL(32) in BPXPRMxx, and then
use the confighfs command later in the initialization process
to specify a more appropriate value. This can be done by
including a confighfs command as part of the /etc/rc script
that is executed during initialization. Specifying a larger
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value after OS/390 UNIX initialization
completes will cause the space to be allo-
cated to the buffers more intelligently,
based on demand rather than just using a
set value for each buffer pool.

FIXED STORAGE UTILIZATION

As with virtual storage, use one of the
monitor tools to measure the effectiveness of
page-fixed storage as set by the FIXED
parameter. Setting this parameter too low
will increase the cost of HFS I/O operations,
while setting it too high will waste real stor-
age and cause all applications to suffer.

As noted previously, once a page receives
a fixed buffer pool assignment, it will not be
reassigned to a different buffer pool. As
with the VIRTUAL parameter, coding the
FIXED parameter in BPXPRMxx causes
allocation of fixed storage using a set algo-
rithm that may not be appropriate.

Expanding upon the recommendation in
the previous section, consider coding
FIXED(0) in BPXPRMxx and then using
confighfs in a startup script to specify a more
appropriate value. Dynamically specifying a
FIXED value after initialization causes the
component managing the fixed storage to
behave somewhat differently. First, you only
fix buffers as necessary, rather than pre-fix-
ing a whole group of buffers that may never
be used. Second, fixed buffers will only be
allocated to the buffer pools that request
them, so the assignment is based more on
demand rather than a set percentage. Both
of these behaviors tend to reduce the over-
head of using fixed storage, and produce a
system that is more dynamic to the needs of
its applications.

Tune this value so that you are seeing a
fixed-page hit ratio of close to 100 percent
for all four buffer pools. Adding more
fixed storage after that point will only
waste real storage.

APPLICATION BUFFER TUNING

As with many OS/390 applications, you can
correct significant performance problems by
doing more intelligent I/O management with-
in major application systems. Applications
should be written to do in-memory data
manipulation (using features such as shared
memory) rather than depending upon the I/O
subsystem to acquire needed data.

The new caching features seem to favor
files with sequential access, rather than

random access. If possible, use sequential
access for new applications, and convert
older random applications to use sequential
processing where possible.

Remember that when a file is opened it is
allocated four buffers from only one of four
different buffer pools sized from 4K to
256K. The pool selected depends on the
size of the data set and the amount of data
requested in the read/write request. Once a
buffer pool is selected for a file the I/O
process will never use any of the other pools.
Using larger files and larger data bursts will
allocate larger buffers and increase the num-
ber of cache hits and the amount of data
staged for reading by the application.

Application programs can invoke the
Kernel service fsync() to force data hard-
ening for a particular file. Because this
service forces the writing of all changed
metadata in the target HFS, it could mini-
mize the performance benefits of deferred
writes if used excessively. Monitor the
number of synchronization calls per-
formed by ended processes (part of the
OMVS segment of the SMF type 30
record) to identify these applications.

DEFERRED WRITES

The deferred write feature has great benefit,
but it can also be the source of problems if it
is incorrectly tuned. Imagine the scenario
where you mount many HFS data sets at
OS/390 UNIX initialization, and they all use
the same default synchronization value to
harden their data. You will see a period of
inactivity, followed by a large burst of activity
as data is being written to all of the mounted
HFS data sets at approximately the same
time. One way to avoid this problem is to
use different SYNC values for different data
sets — keeping in mind that each value must
be a 30-second multiple. For example, critical
data sets could use SYNC(30), while
application files could use SYNC(60) and
test files use SYNC(90). Keep in mind that
synchronization is done at the HFS level
— not the file level — so using this solu-
tion would require you to group similar
files in the same HFS data set.

A better solution might be to use the
automount process for most of your data
sets, or mount them after initialization
using a /etc/rc script that causes a short
delay (sleep command) between each
mount. Although two data sets might have
the same synchronization interval, the

clock timing that interval starts ticking
when the data set is mounted. Thus, two
data sets with the same synchronization
interval mounted 15 seconds apart will
harden their data 15 seconds apart. Note
that OS/390 version 2.9 added the mount
command, but you can use the mountx
command for previous releases of OS/390.

Short synchronization intervals ensure more
data integrity and tend to produce more con-
sistent response times. However, longer times
may be more appropriate for some applica-
tions, particularly those that tend to write a
small group of data pages multiple times.

One danger of long synchronization
times is that they may force write-intensive
applications to wait. Recall that when a file is
opened it is allocated four buffers. If the
application fills all four output buffers before
the data is hardened, this will cause a wait
while the data buffers are written. In an ideal
world, the only write operations performed
will be deferred writes performed asynchro-
nously from the application. Monitor the
amount of write activity that each HFS
receives, and use shorter synchronization
intervals for write-intensive data sets.

If you have too many data sets trying to
harden their data simultaneously, or you have
a large amount of data to harden (because of a
long interval or a write-intensive application),
you can overload your I/O system, particular-
ly if it is not well tuned. This can cause active
UNIX applications to suffer poor response
times while the data is being hardened.

Keep in mind the performance versus
integrity issues when setting synchronization
intervals. If a file system has a problem or the
system crashes, all updates since the last
hardening may be lost. You will take a per-
formance hit if you disable deferred writes
by coding SYNC(0), but there may be no
alternative for a small subset of critical files.
Isolating these files to the same physical HFS
will minimize the performance degradation
while maintaining data integrity.

NUMBER OF HFS DATA SETS

You may see a performance benefit by
allocating particularly active application
files across a number of different HFS data
sets. Unfortunately, there do not seem to be
many tools available that help you to easily
identify your most active files. There are
some activity data recorded in SMF type 92
records that may prove helpful, but it will
take some manipulation on your part.
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STANDARD OS/390
TUNING CONSIDERATIONS

Because each HFS is a physical OS/390
data set, all of the standard OS/390 I/O tun-
ing considerations will still apply. You should
spread your data sets over many different
devices, and you should allocate them on the
fastest devices you have available.

Make sure that channel path and device
performance are acceptable. Place volumes
containing HFS data sets behind cached
control units, and make sure that DASD
Fast Write (DFW) is active.

Incorporate techniques that promote I/O
avoidance. For applications that generate a
high volume of I/O activity to temporary
files, consider changing the application to
use a Temporary File System (TFS) so that
the data will be stored in memory rather than
on DASD. Use the filecache shell command
to move active read-only files into memory.
If the files are executable re-entrant mod-
ules, consider moving them from the HFS
into LPALIB, and then setting the “sticky”
bit in the directory entry for that file.

Applications heavily dependent on large
sequential files may occasionally experience
performance problems if fragmentation
occurs for the HFS containing a critical file.
Although the HFS dynamic management rou-
tines usually work quite well, data sets with a
large amount of activity may eventually
become severely fragmented. If you suspect
this, you can copy the HFS contents to a new
data set using the pax or tar UNIX commands,
or the copytree utility program available on
the Tools and Toys section of the OS/390
UNIX home page (www.s390.ibm.com/oe/).

HFS FREE SPACE

To update each HFS, DFSMS 1.5 uses a
shadow write technique that maintains
duplicate pages in the data set until the
update is complete. This improves the
integrity of the data, but it also requires that
there always be a certain number of free
pages within the data set. Monitor the utilized
space within each data set regularly, and take
preventative action when you find a data set
that is close to exhausting its available
space. Data sets defined with secondary
allocations will expand automatically when
full, assuming space is available on the
volume. The confighfs command may be
used to expand data sets when no secondary
allocation was specified, and can even expand
them onto secondary candidate volumes.

Make sure to apply service for APAR
OW43822, because it adds recovery
improvements so that updates will not be
lost when an out-of-space condition occurs
during a HFS update. If you have this main-
tenance applied, you will save any updates
in memory until you can use the confighfs
command to expand the size of the data set.
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The information contained in this arti-
cle is the result of research performed
while developing the Storage Monitor
component of Landmark’s TMON for
UNIX System Services product. The white
paper, from which this article series was
taken, is available in its entirety by calling
(800) 488-1111 or emailing your request
to info@landmark.com.
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